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Wiper and True first fell in love with brewing at home, learning their craft on a kitchen stove with
pots, pans and raw ingredients.

As they tinkered, trifled and tweaked recipes, they studied the ancient art of brewing. Meanwhile,
they were also lucky enough to get first hand experience at some great breweries and more
importantly, from some great brewers. 

Whilst paying respect to the traditional craft of beer making, their inclination from those early days
has always been to experiment and to play. Whether that’s roasting their own malts, adding wild
ingredients such as blackberries and chillies, or ageing beer on different types of wood, the aim is
to create something truly special.
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Rich, dark malts brewed with the addition of dried fruits,
cinnamon and lemon zest. Caramelised sugar and winter
fruit flavours combine to a toasted finish.

Plum Pudding Porter

Exceptionally satisfying and full bodied for it's stature.
Vibrant in citrus, tropical fruits and berry flavours from the
Wai-iti, Citra, Mosaic, Simcoe and Rakau hops, this beer
delivers the same big hop hit you may have come to expect
from our more muscular Pale Ales. 

Small beer light Pale Ale

Just like the three mirrors that make up the internal
chambers of these optical instruments to create an ever-
changing picture, the Kaleidoscope series combines three
different hops to create a seasonally evolving flavour profile.
Whilst the hops change, the intention remains the same, to
create a beer that is harmonious, bright and refreshing.

Kaleidoscope Pale Ale

Copious chocolate malts laced with vanilla to create a
luxurious, milkshake-rich dark beer. Contains lactose. 

Milk Shake Milk Stout

Hopped with Mosaic, Citra and Loral from the US and
Olicana from the UK, this combination showcases a
spectrum of flavours from mango, pineapple, passion fruit,
sharp citrus to hedgerow berries and a gentle florality. 

The resulting beer, Sundance, is clean yet complex, striking a
balance between the hazy juices and dank bombs at either
end of the IPA scale.

Sundance india Pale Ale

A full-bodied and sweet Amber Ale finished with spicy,
peppery rye malts and paired with the wonderful Citra hop,
abundant in intense citrus and tropical flavours.    

Citra and rye Amber Ale
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